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Come search for the characters of The 100 series in this word find. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, with no backwards.

O C T A V I A N L A
S H C A G E G W U B
M A R C U S K A N E
A R A W B E C C A L
D P L E J M P S A L
I E E L A O D R H A
O R X L S R A A G M
J B A S P I N V A Y
G A L I E O Y E I T
E C H O R O A N A U

ALIE
ANYA
BECCA
BELAMY

CAGE
ECHO
EMORI
GAIA

HARPER
JASPER
LEXA
LUNA

MADI
MARCUSKANE
OCTAVIA
RAVEN

ROAN
WELLS
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```
O C T A V I A L
H C A G E U B
M A R C U S K A N E
A R W B E C C A L
D P L E J M L
I E E L A O R A
R X L S R A A G M
A S P I N V A Y
A L I E Y E I
E C H O R O A N A
```

ALIE    CAGE    HARPER    MADI    ROAN
ANYA    ECHO    JASPER    MARCUSKANE    WELLS
BECCA    EMORI    LEXA    OCTAVIA
BELLAMY    GAIA    LUNA    RAVEN
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